Open Source Software (OSS) projects:
Why, how & benefits?
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Maintenance and support contracts for proprietary licensed
software are provided for (up to) 10 years
Files outlive proprietary software in any maintenance scenario
For each file format, development of OSS will be conducted in
an OSS project on an open platform (e.g. GitHub)
All developed software will be provided under both “MPL v2.0
or later” and under “GPLv3 or later” (this is very important!)
Each OSS project utilises established work practices for
community based OSS projects
For each file format, each contracted company will improve
standards by establishing effective processes for interaction
between the OSS project and relevant standards organisations
Users of OSS are expected to engage in interaction with the
OSS project for provision of feedback from use
Healthy OSS projects outlive proprietary software
Björn Lundell, University of Skövde, Sweden
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“Open Source software communities can outlive Open Source
software projects.”
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Community commitment & choice of Open Source licenses may
significantly affect long-term maintenance of digital artefacts
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information.”
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